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Tarantula thick filament activation stiffens myosin regulatory light chain N-terminal extension by sequential phosphorylation hindering free head docking back
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Molecular dynamics simulations of smooth and striated muscle myosin regulatory light chain (RLC) N-terminal extension (NTE) showed that diphosphorylation induces a disorder-to-order transition. Our goal here was to further explore the effects of mono- and diphosphorylation on the straightening and rigification of the tarantula myosin RLC NTE. For that we used MD simulations followed by persistence length analysis to explore the consequences of secondary and tertiary structure changes occurring on RLC NTE following phosphorylation. Static and dynamic persistence lengths analysis of tarantula RLC NTE peptides suggest that diphosphorylation produces an important 24-fold straightening and a 16-fold rigidification of the RLC NTE, while monophosphorylation has a less profound effect. This new information on myosin structural mechanics, not fully revealed by previous EM and MD studies, add support to a cooperative phosphorylation-dependent activation mechanism as proposed for the tarantula thick filament. Our results suggest that the RLC NTE straightening and rigidification after Ser45 phosphorylation leads to a release of the constitutively Ser35 monophosphorylated free head swaying away from the thick filament shaft in the relaxed state. This is so because the stiffened diphosphorylated RLC NTE would hinder the docking back of the free head after swaying away, becoming released and mobile and unable to recover its original interacting position on activation.

Introduction

Muscle contraction is controlled by Ca$^{2+}$ concentration through molecular switches located in the thin and thick filaments. In the latter, Ca$^{2+}$ control occurs directly by Ca$^{2+}$ binding to the myosin essential light chains or indirectly by Ca$^{2+}$-binding to calmodulin, followed by activation of the myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) which phosphorylates the myosin regulatory light chain (RLC). In vertebrate smooth muscle the regulatory mechanism is a MLCK-based phosphorylation while in arthropod (Limulus, tarantula, scorpion) and vertebrate striated muscles such phosphorylation occurs in addition to troponin-tropomyosin (TN/TM) actin-linked regulation. The structural basis of tarantula striated muscle regulation has been widely studied as a model system, because of the highly ordered thick filaments assembly in these muscles.

Vertebrate smooth and invertebrate striated muscle myosin RLC contains phosphorylatable serines on its N-terminal extension (NTE) (Fig. 1Aa,b). Phosphorylation at serine 19 in smooth muscles has been comprehensively studied (Fig. 1Aa). Electronic paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy showed that smooth muscle NTE becomes more helically ordered and solvent accessible after phosphorylation. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of isolated smooth muscle NTE further showed that (a) this domain undergoes a disorder-to-order transition upon phosphorylation and (b) dephosphorylation acts as a molecular switch to reverse the phosphorylation-induced conformational transition. In fact, time-resolved fluorescence resonance energy transfer experiments and MD simulations revealed the presence of two RLC structural states, where phosphorylation switches the system from a closed state to a more dynamic helically ordered open structural state.

In tarantula striated muscle, with a relatively large 52 amino acid (aa) NTE (Fig. 1Ab), MD on the NTE revealed a similar disorder-to-order transition as in smooth muscle occurring only...
after Ser45 diphosphorylation of previously Ser35 monophosphorylated free heads. Ser35 monophosphorylation alone, however induced only a partial disorder-to-order transition. These MD simulations suggest that a disorder-to-order transition similar to that of smooth muscle is conserved. In contrast, no such transition was seen on MD trajectories upon Ser45 monophosphorylation of free or blocked head RLC NTEs. This suggested that the release of force-potentiating heads would be controlled by a different mechanism, -not based on a disorder-to-order transition - but instead probably electrostatic in nature, inducing a flexibilization of the myosin regulatory domain. It was concluded that tarantula thick filament activation, is controlled through a helix-P disorder-to-order transition promoted by sequential Ser35 and Ser45 phosphorylation. Force potentiation, on the other hand, is controlled through the eventual flexibilization of the regulatory domain by phosphorylation at Ser 45. Molecular actuators, located in the PKC and MLCK consensus sequences of the RLC NTE helix-P (P_{PKC} and P_{MLCK}-Fig.1B), allow the sequential release of the free and blocked heads as proposed by the cooperative phosphorylation mechanism for tarantula striated muscle activation and potentiation (Fig. 4).

MD simulations provide structural information in atomic detail that cannot be easily accessed experimentally; therefore, the conformational assemblage obtained from MD simulations can be used –as we propose here- to measure various properties such as the flexibility and curvature of a molecule. Hence, we used the structural assemblages to calculate the phosphorylation-induced flexural rigidity changes on the large 5.6 kDa tarantula RLC NTE. The flexibility of coiled-coil α-helical proteins has been studied by viscoelastic and capillary viscosity measurements. The curvature, flexibility and persistence length of the tropomyosin coiled coils has been studied extensively using this approach. Here, we devised a method based on the analysis of the apparent, dynamic and static persistence lengths of NTE as it evolves during MD simulations from an initially fully straight NTE (Fig. 1B). Our goal here is to further explore the effects of mono- and diphosphorylation on the flexural rigidity of tarantula myosin RLC N-terminal extension by assessing it’s straightening and rigidification through the calculated NTE persistence length and compare to the unphosphorylated RLC NTE, in order to understand how NTE phosphorylation controls the sequential release of the free and blocked myosin heads following muscle activation.

Methods

MD systems setup

To investigate the effect on the RLC NTE straightness and rigidity in different phosphorylation states we did a flexural rigidity analysis starting from a theoretically fully straightened RLC NTE (Fig. 1B). The 66-aa fully straightened starting structure, formed by the 52-aa NTE domain plus the adjacent 14-aa from helix A (Fig. 2A left) was modelled as an ideal α-helix using Swiss PDB Viewer. This structure was then used for the 4 peptides investigated, viz. unphosphorylated (un-P), two monophosphorylated (mono-P) on Ser35 (pSer35) or Ser45 (pSer45), and one diphosphorylated (di-P). We followed methods described in. Peptides were capped with an acetyl group and a N-methylamide at the N- and C-terminus respectively, and embedded in a 100 Å × 100 Å × 100 Å TIP3P model water box. To mimic the physiological-like ionic strength we added 150 mM NaCl. The CHARMM22 all-atom force field was employed.

Molecular dynamics simulation protocol

MD simulations were performed using NAMD version 2.5. Periodic boundary conditions, particle mesh Ewald method, a nonbonded cutoff of 9 Å and a 2 fs time step were used. The standard physiological conditions were maintained with a Langevin barostat (1 atm) and thermostat (310 K). Energy minimizations were done with initial 1000 steps set by a conjugate-gradient algorithm with restraints to the protein backbone, followed by additional 1000 steps, but without constraints. Temperature was increased for 20 ps, and then equilibrated for 60 ps with lower restraints, finishing at 310 K with no restraints. Simulations of 66-aa peptides were done on a Beowulf cluster of 32 dual-core Opteron processors. Due to the long duration of the MD simulations (hundreds of ns), only one simulation was made for each phosphorylated state.

Analysis, visualization and rendering of peptides

Molecular graphics images for the Fig. 1 were produced using the UCSF Chimera package. The analysis, visualization and rendering of peptides were performed with Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD). Two VMD plugins were used: the RMSD Trajectory Tool at 0.2 steps/ns, to calculate the root mean square deviation between all peptides atoms and to estimate their structural stability; and STRIDE, to analyze the peptides secondary structure evolution.

Flexural rigidity analysis

Persistence length (ξ), a mechanical quantity, is used to describe the “stiffness” or “flexibility” of a rod, which can be calculated as

\[ \xi = \frac{s}{\ln <\cos(\theta)>} \]  

where θ is the bending angle and s the contour length of the rod, obtained by measuring the snapshots in the trajectory, which are generally nearly straight (Movies S7-8 in Supporting Material). ξ is the length over which the tangent vector of the rod bends 68.4° (when denominator term \(\ln <\cos(\theta)> = -I\) on average while one end is fixed: i.e. a stiff rod has a larger ξ (smaller bending angle θ) while a flexible one has a shorter ξ (larger bending angle θ). A coiled-coil α-helical protein, such as tropomyosin, can be described as a semi flexible rod with ξ values of 130 ± 40 nm. In general, persistence length describes both how curved and flexible a rod is. The assumption here is that in a force-free environment, if a rod is straight on average, then persistence length (ξ) is a correct metric to describe the rod flexibility. However, if the average shape of a rod adopts a curved shape, then the persistence length (ξ) is not sufficient to describe the rod flexibility. Trifonov et al. suggested that a “static” and “dynamic” persistence length can be distinguished using the equation:

\[ \frac{1}{\xi_s} = \frac{1}{\xi_d} + \frac{1}{\xi_a} \]  

where ξ_a is the apparent persistence length (determined by
equation 1), $\xi_d$ is the dynamic persistence length (related to thermal fluctuation) and $\xi_s$ is the static persistence length (related to its average shape). Li et al. proposed that $\delta$, the angular deviation from the rod average position, can be used to calculate the $\xi_s$ and thus to describe the true rigidity of the rod. They also proposed the dynamic persistence length ($\xi_d = s / \ln \langle \cos(\delta) \rangle$) to describe the flexibility/rigidity of a curved rod. For instance, tropomyosin has an apparent $\xi_s$ of 104 nm but a dynamic $\xi_d$ of 423 nm. In other words, $\xi_s$ describes the curvature or bending curvature of the molecule, whereas $\xi_d$ describes the rigidity of the molecule. Here we used this methodology to calculate $\xi_s$ and $\xi_d$ from MD simulations of fully extended NTEs to investigate its curvature/straightness and flexibility/rigidity.

To quantify the bending at both phosphorylation sites, we defined two bending angles ($\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$) as formed by three vectors: vector 1 (helix A), vector 2 (PMLCK, part of the MLCK phosphorylation site on helix P) and vector 3 (PKC, part of the PK phosphorylation site on helix P) (Fig. 1Ac). The angles $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ are a simple measure of the change in orientation of the helical axis as one proceeds (from C-terminal to N-terminal) i.e. from helix A to the first segment of helix P (PMLCK) to the second segment of helix P (PKC). In other words, the angles $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ reflect directional changes on the respective phosphorylation target regions Ser45 (PMLCK) or Ser35 (PKC) of helix P. Because it requires 3.6 residues for a complete $\alpha$-helix, we calculated the centre of backbone atoms over at least four or more residues. Therefore the three vectors were defined as the centres of sequences EFKEAF to TQHQVQ and PKCR to PAPKPP (Fig. 1Ab). The angles between vector 2 (MLCK target) and 3 (PKC target) is $\theta_1$ and between vector 1 (helix A) and vector 2 (MLCK target) is $\theta_2$ (Fig. 1Ac). Because as described above angles $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ are defined in different regions along the rod we defined angle $\theta$ as the average of $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ and used it to capture the average bending along these regions (Fig. 1Ac). Thus the static persistence length ($\xi_s$), obtained from equation (2), gives a measure of the straightness of the NTE in the helices A and P region. The results are listed in Table 1 and Supplementary Table 1.

Table 1 Comparison between the un-, mono- and di-P tarantula RLC NTE peptides charge, conformation, secondary structure and flexural rigidity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phosphorylation state</th>
<th>Un-P</th>
<th>Mono-P Constitutive pSer35</th>
<th>Mono-P Activating pSer45</th>
<th>Di-P pSer35 and pSer45</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NTE net charge</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD from a straight NTE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helices P and A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helix to turn/coil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCH folding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt bridges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistence Length of NTE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle $&lt;\theta_1&gt;$ degrees</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle $&lt;\theta_2&gt;$ degrees</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparent $\xi_s$ (nm) $^a$</td>
<td>6 [1.0]$^f$</td>
<td>8 [1.3]$^f$</td>
<td>8 [1.3]$^f$</td>
<td>126 [21.0]$^f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic $\xi_d$ (nm)$^a$</td>
<td>22 [1.0]$^f$</td>
<td>21 [0.95]$^f$</td>
<td>39 [1.8]$^f$</td>
<td>357 [16.2]$^f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static $\xi_s$ (nm)$^a$</td>
<td>8 [1.0]$^f$</td>
<td>13 [1.6]$^f$</td>
<td>10 [1.3]$^f$</td>
<td>195 [24.4]$^f$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Calculated from angles $<\theta_1>$ and $<\theta_2>$.  
$^b$ Calculated using $1/\xi_s = 1/\xi_d - 1/\xi_a$.  
$^c$ The values relative to un-P are shown in brackets.

When the bending angles ($\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$) at phosphorylation sites are used as the metrics to describe the extent of structural changes, the variance of these bending angles should give us an indication how easy/hard the structure changes its rigidity. Zuccheri et al. used the variance of curvature angle to quantify the flexibility of DNA. We decided to use the variance of the average bending angle ($\theta$) to quantify the rigidity of the NTE in the helices A and P region, which in turn is related to the dynamic persistence length ($\xi_s$) by the relationship:

$$\xi_s = 2s / \ln \langle \cos(\theta) \rangle$$

where $s$ is the contour length of the distance along the centres of residues 30 (PDPAP) to 64 (AFQF) of the di-P and the denominator is the variance of average bending angle $\theta$. We choose $<\theta^2> - <\theta>^2 = \text{variance} (\theta) = \text{the maximum value of (variance} (\theta_1), \text{variance} (\theta_2))$ to capture the largest bending events (calculations shown in Supplementary Table 1).

To roughly have the same data points in the $\xi$ calculation as in the MD simulations (Fig. 3, bottom panel), the sampling frequency was set as 1/5 from the un-P or di-P trajectories files (0.3 steps/ns), and 1/10 from mono-P trajectory files (0.8 steps/ns for pSer45 and 0.5 steps/ns for pSer35).

Results

We investigated the effect of phosphorylation on the curvature and flexibility of the RLC NTE by analysing the flexural rigidity of these NTEs under different conditions (Fig. 2, 3).

RLC NTEs MD simulations

Unphosphorylated NTEs: The unphosphorylated 52-aa NTE stabilized in ~100 ns, as revealed by smaller deviations in the RMSD evolution plot (Fig. 3A, centre panel, black arrow), but at a much slower rate than the shorter 25-aa RLC NTE from chicken gizzard.14 This slower stabilization time is probably due to the inertial mass of helix L and the larger peptide structure (25 vs. 66 aa) and a Pro/Ala linker. The conformation of the unphosphorylated NTE stabilized at ~200 ns consists of three helical segments corresponding to helices A, P and L (Fig. 2A,
The helix P is bended onto helix A at Ser45 (Fig. 2A right); the evolution of this change showed a loss of α-helical structure at Pro31-Lys32 extending the linker (Fig. 3A, top panel, red arrowhead) and a bending at Ser42-Gly44, as a helix-coil-helix (HCH) folding structure (black arrow, Fig. 3A, top panel) in ~80 ns, and no salt bridges were established (Fig. 3A top panel, Table 1, Movies S1-S2).

**Ser45 monophosphorylated NTE:** The Ser45 mono-P NTE stabilized even more slowly (~350 ns, Fig. 3B, middle panel, black arrow), also evolving (in ~600 ns) into a compact structure (Fig. 2B) induced by a bend at pSer45 with <θ2> = 61.2° and <θ2> = 33.8° angles. The evolution of this change (Fig. 3B, top panel) showed a HCH folding structure at Ser43-Gly44 in ~480 ns (Fig. 3B, top panel, black arrow), and a salt bridge at pSer45/Arg39 (Fig. 2B yellow arrow, 3B, Movies S3-S4).

**Ser35 monophosphorylated NTE:** The Ser35 monophosphorylated NTE stabilized after ~280 ns (Fig. 3C, middle panel, black arrow) and evolved into a compact structure in ~350 ns (Fig. 3C) induced by a bend at Ser45, with angles <θ2> = 43.6° and <θ2> = 40.6°. The evolution of the secondary structure (Fig. 3C top panel) showed a HCH folding structure of helix P in ~190 ns at Gly44 (Fig. 3C, top panel, black arrow), and that the linker extended the turn up to Lys32 (in ~270 ns) (Fig. 3C, top panel, red arrowhead), with dual salt bridges at pSer35/Arg38,Arg39 (Fig. 2C, yellow arrow, 3C, Movies S5-S6).

**Ser35 and Ser45 diphosphorylated NTE:** The diphosphorylated NTE stabilized very rapidly (only ~80 ns, Fig. 3D, middle panel, black arrow), and, in contrast to the un- and monophosphorylated NTEs, showed fully straightened helices P and A (Fig. 2D), with much smaller angles (<θ2> = 8.8° and <θ2> = 15.0°). The evolution of the secondary structure (Fig. 3D, top panel) showed a HCH folding structure of helix P in ~190 ns at Gly44 (Fig. 3D, top panel, black arrow), and that the linker extended up to Lys32 (in ~270 ns) (Fig. 3C, top panel, red arrowhead), with dual salt bridges at pSer35/Arg38,Arg39 (Fig. 2C, yellow arrow, 3C, Movies S5-S6).

**Discussion**

**Comparison with previous MD simulations of smooth and striated RLC NTEs**

MD simulations of vertebrate smooth muscle 25-aa short NTE and tarantula striated muscle 52-aa long RLC NTE of have been previously performed, showing in both cases a disorder-to-order transition first proposed by Espinoza-Fonseca et al and suggesting that a generally conserved mechanism operates in smooth and striated muscle.

**Vertebrate smooth muscle RLC NTE:** MD simulations of isolated smooth muscle NTE showed that this domain undergoes a disorder-to-helical-order transition following a single phosphorylation. These smooth muscle NTE simulations were performed starting with fully extended and straight NTEs as done in the current work.

**Tarantula striated muscle RLC NTE:** In contrast to the present study, the starting structures for the MD simulations were considered the asymmetry of the myosin interacting-heads motif, especially in the RLC region. Therefore the initial structures used for the MD simulations were the ones representing the free and blocked heads as determined by the cryo-electron microscopy 3D-reconstruction of intact thick filaments deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) as 3DTP. We used here a synthetically elongated NTE to measure the NTE flexural rigidity, which would otherwise be impossible. The initial structures in relaxed state (PDB 3DTP) of both free and blocked heads were compact, and remained compact after 1,200 ns equilibration time. Then these stabilized conformations were used for the MD simulations of the monophosphorylated and diphosphorylated free and blocked head peptides. The monophosphorylated peptides evolved into compact structures as

---

10 right), with <θ2> = 50.4° and <θ2> = 53.2° angles (Table 1). The helix P is bended onto helix A at Ser45 (Fig. 2A right); the evolution of this change showed a loss of α-helical structure at Pro31-Lys32 extending the linker (Fig. 3A, top panel, red arrowhead) and a bending at Ser42-Gly44, as a helix-coil-helix (HCH) folding structure (black arrow, Fig. 3A, top panel) in ~80 ns, and no salt bridges were established (Fig. 3A top panel, Table 1, Movies S1-S2).

**Ser45 monophosphorylated NTE:** The Ser45 mono-P NTE stabilized even more slowly (~350 ns, Fig. 3B, middle panel, black arrow) and evolved (in ~600 ns) into a compact structure (Fig. 2B) induced by a bend at pSer45 with <θ2> = 61.2° and <θ2> = 33.8° angles. The evolution of this change (Fig. 3B, top panel) showed a HCH folding structure at Ser43-Gly44 in ~480 ns (Fig. 3B, top panel, black arrow), and a salt bridge at pSer45/Arg39 (Fig. 2B yellow arrow, 3B, Movies S3-S4).

**Ser35 monophosphorylated NTE:** The Ser35 monophosphorylated NTE stabilized after ~280 ns (Fig. 3C, middle panel, black arrow) and evolved into a compact structure in ~350 ns (Fig. 3C) induced by a bend at Ser45, with angles <θ2> = 43.6° and <θ2> = 40.6°. The evolution of the secondary structure (Fig. 3C top panel) showed a HCH folding structure of helix P in ~190 ns at Gly44 (Fig. 3C, top panel, black arrow), and that the linker extended the turn up to Lys32 (in ~270 ns) (Fig. 3C, top panel, red arrowhead), with dual salt bridges at pSer35/Arg38,Arg39 (Fig. 2C, yellow arrow, 3C, Movies S5-S6).

**Ser35 and Ser45 diphosphorylated NTE:** The diphosphorylated NTE stabilized very rapidly (only ~80 ns, Fig. 3D, middle panel, black arrow), and, in contrast to the un- and monophosphorylated NTEs, showed fully straightened helices P and A (Fig. 2D), with much smaller angles (<θ2> = 8.8° and <θ2> = 15.0°). The evolution of the secondary structure (Fig. 3D, top panel) showed dual salt bridges at pSer35/Arg38,Arg39 and a salt bridge at pSer45/Arg42 (Fig. 2D, yellow arrows, Movies S7-S8). A similar straightening, due to a disorder-to-order transition, was found in the shorter 25-aa smooth muscle NTE when phosphorylated at Ser19.

Helix L, connected to helix P by a flexible Pro/Ala linker (Fig. 1A,B), moved freely and ended up close to helix A (Fig. 2A-C, helix L shadowed); except for the diphosphorylated peptide (Fig. 2D, helix L shadowed), in which helix L established a weak interaction with helix P, and a pSer45/Lys15 salt bridge was established between helices L and P (Fig. 2D, blue arrow, Movies S7-S8).

**Flexural rigidity of the RLC NTEs**

Flexural rigidity analysis is shown in Fig. 3 (bottom panels) and Table 1. The results show that the flexural rigidity of tarantula RLC NTE large 5.6 kDa can be assessed, specifically by examining its straightness and rigidity using the approach proposed in this work. The proximity of helix P to helix A facilitates our persistence length analysis (ie. from a fully straightened NTE helix L, coil linker, helix P and helix A) because the θ1 and θ0 angles chosen for vectors 2 and 3 closely reflect the structural changes in critical different consensus sequences on key helices P_RLC and P_MELK around the crucial Ser35 and Ser45 phosphorylatable residues (Fig. 1A). The monophosphorylated NTE becomes straighter and more
well, except for the Ser35 monophosphorylated free head that exhibited a partial disorder-to-order transition; while the diphosphorylated peptide for the free head evolved to a fully straightened structure, exhibiting a disorder-to-order transition. In contrast, the artificial elongation of the NTE done here already introduced a partial increase on helicity of helix P, extending it along helix A. In our previous work we used initially stabilized compact structures. This allows for the formation of different salt bridges as the ones shown here: three salt bridges at the constitutively Ser35 monophosphorylated free head (pSer35/Arg38, Arg39, Arg42, vs. pSer35/Arg38,Arg39 here), one salt bridge in the Ser45 monophosphorylated blocked head (pSer45/Lys37 vs. pSer45/Arg39 here) and three salt bridges in the diphosphorylated free head (pSer35/Arg38,Arg39,Arg42 vs. pSer35/Arg38,Arg39 and pSer45/Arg42 detected here). The approach of using starting structures with compact conformations stabilized from the relaxed free and blocked head RLC NTE structures (PDB 3DTP) allowed the formation of crucial salt bridges present only in the constitutively Ser35 monophosphorylated free head RLC NTE, supporting its role as a swaying head. It is worth noting that both, the non straightened relaxed 3DTP NTE structures for the free and blocked heads and the completely different fully straightened NTE (Fig. 1B, 2A left) unphosphorylated and monophosphorylated (pSer35 or pSer45) evolved to similarly compact structures with helix-P folded over helix-A with a closer helix-L, suggesting that the conformational states shown in Fig. 2A,B,C are not metastable ones while diphosphorylation formed a stable extended A and P helices.

Previous studies in other systems reported similar calculations using much shorter trajectories which have correctly predicted the physical properties of long helices consistent with small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and single-molecule optical-trap analyses.

Implications of NTE flexural rigidity on tarantula thick filaments cooperative phosphorylation activation mechanism

Our MD simulations and flexural rigidity measurements provide a structural basis for the RLC phosphorylation, activation and potentionation model proposed for the tarantula thick filament (Fig. 4). We analyze below the significance of these flexural rigidity changes in the context of the phosphorylation activation mechanism for the tarantula thick filament. The originally proposed mechanism was based on our preliminary MD simulations performed only on tarantula diphosphorylated NTE, implying it would elongate and stiffen the NTE, as confirmed and extended by the MD results of and MD results presented here (Fig. 2D) as an important increase in the $\xi_s$ and $\xi_d$ persistence length values (Fig. 3D, Table 1) implies an important increase in NTE straightening and rigidity.

In this mechanism (Fig. 4), diphosphorylation of the constitutively Ser35 monophosphorylated free swaying heads induces a disorder-to-order transition which fully elongates the helix P along the helix A. The increase of $\xi_s$ and $\xi_d$ (Table 1) are in agreement with NTE elongation suggesting that the di-P NTE straightens and rigidifies it substantially. This elongation modifies the free head regulatory domain hindering the docking back of this head after it swaying away, as it cannot recover its original interacting position. This hinders the S2 intramolecular interaction, so the free head becomes released and mobile as swinging heads in the crossbridge cycle.

In contrast, the Ser45 monophosphorylation of the blocked head NTE (Fig. 4c top) does not produce any major conformational change but increases the NTE net negative charge establishing the salt bridge pSer45/Arg39 and inducing a ~1.8-fold increase in dynamics persistence length ($\xi_s$). These could weaken the electrostatic interaction of the NTE of the blocked head RLC with a loop on the motor domain of the neighbour free head. The concomitant increased rigidity turns the blocked head into a swaying head-hindering the docking back of its partner free head NTE, which is constitutively monophosphorylated on its Ser35 This in turn releases this partner free head which become mobile (Fig. 4d top).

The results shown in Fig. 2 and 3 support the proposal of that in tarantula, the sequential Ser35-Ser45 phosphorylation controls (via a helix-P disorder-to-order transition) the activation of thick filament as summarized in Fig. 4. Two molecular actuators, located in the helix $\Phi_{RC}$ and $\Phi_{MLC}$, allow the sequential release of the free and blocked heads as proposed by the cooperative phosphorylation mechanism for activation and potentiation of tarantula striated muscle.

Implications of the phosphorylation-based activation mechanism

A mechanism for activation in striated muscle bipolar thick filaments, in which several helices of myosin interacting-heads motifs are established, should take into account the asymmetry of the phosphorylation domain of both the free and blocked heads, as well as the intermolecular interactions between myosin interacting-heads motifs along the helices. We take both requirements into consideration in the activation mechanism for tarantula striated muscle thick filaments as shown in Fig. 4.

Recently we showed that the structure of Schistosome smooth muscle thick filaments (Subarán et al. in preparation) is almost identical to the tarantula one. This similarity, together with the close similarity between the 52- and 56-aa long myosin RLC NTEs of tarantula striated and schistosome smooth muscles suggests that the mechanism proposed in Fig. 4 could be used in striated and smooth muscle bipolar thick filaments. In contrast, the lack of knowledge of the structure of vertebrate smooth muscle side-polar thick filaments has hindered the proposal of a mechanism for activation in these filaments.

Nevertheless, several proposals have been advanced to explain the activation of isolated vertebrate smooth muscle myosin molecules, some involving the myosin RLC NTE. Earlier studies suggested that a salt-bridge formed between Arg16 and Ser19 upon Ser19 phosphorylation produced a disorder-to-order transition. It was suggested that the RLC NTE phosphorylated domain was completely $\alpha$-helical and an extension of the RLC helix-A. Lately an ELC role has been proposed for the activation of vertebrate smooth muscle myosin by RLC phosphorylation based on site directed mutagenesis results which suggest that interactions between the phosphorylated smooth muscle RLC NTE and helix-A of the ELC are required for phosphorylation to activate smooth muscle myosin. It is not clear how this model,
proposed for isolated vertebrate smooth muscle myosin interacting-heads motifs, could be extended to smooth muscle vertebrate side-polar thick filaments.

In contrast to the mechanism proposed for vertebrate smooth muscle myosin activation,41 the model we propose here for tarantula striated muscle is for the activation and potentiation of bipolar thick filaments (Fig. 4), and suggests that myosin RLC phosphorylation induces a disorder-to-order transition, as proposed for vertebrate smooth muscle,14,39 through the formation of three salt bridges and extending helix-P along the RLC helix-A only on the swaying free heads.15 In tarantula the RLC NTE is involved in the interaction with the neighbour free head along the helix on myosin interacting heads motifs10 possibly through the positively charged helix L. This suggests that -in tarantula- the phosphorylation mechanism of the free head is based on the disorder-to-order mechanism14,15,39,40 while the mechanism for the blocked head -in contrast- could involve the ELC without a complete disorder-to-order transition.41

Could this thick filament activation mechanism be extended to striated muscles of other species?

While the constitutive PKC-dependent Ser35 monophosphorylation in tarantula relaxed filaments is required for rapid response to Ca2+ activation, Ser45 mono- or diphosphorylation by MLCK is used to slowly potentiate contraction.1,5 Our MD simulations results provide a structural basis for the RLC phosphorylation, activation and potentiation as proposed for the tarantula thick filament (Fig 4).11,12 Understanding more about this mechanism is important, as RLC phosphorylation was the first mechanism evolved to control striated, smooth and nonmuscle contraction.42 The required enzyme (MLCK) was identified as an earlier metazoan innovation, allowing Ca2+-control by phosphorylating RLC.42–44 All the required components (myosin, RLC, calmodulin, MLCK and MLCP) for this type of regulation scheme are present in all animals.42 Three prerequisites need to be fulfilled for this mechanism (Fig. 4) to operate in striated muscle: (1) the assembly of geometrically appropriate myosin interacting-heads motifs in thick filaments,50,34,45 (2) the presence of RLCs with NTEs exhibiting a pair of phosphorylatable serines, associated with two specific kinase/phosphatase pairs; and (3) the formation of specific PKC- and MLCK-formed salt bridges. We conclude (see Supplementary Discussion) that these requirements are fulfilled by arthropods and platyhelminthes, as they have thick filaments with 4 helices of myosin interacting-heads motifs, long NTEs and the required PKC and MLCK phosphorylatable serines.
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Legends

Fig. 1 The NTEs of the smooth and tarantula myosin RLCs. (A) Sequence alignment of the NTEs of chicken smooth (a) and tarantula striated (b) muscles. Phosphorylatable serines are in yellow (Ser35) and red (Ser45). Helix L (yellow), coil Pro/Ala linker (orange), helix P formed by PKC (blue) and MLCK (green) target consensus sequences, adjacent to the EF helix A (purple, Gln53-Ile66).10 (c) Vectors and angles as defined for the flexural rigidity analysis (see Methods). (B) Straightened tarantula RLC fragment used as the starting structure for MD simulations and flexural rigidity analysis. The 52-aa NTE (formed by helix L, linker and helix P) is adjacent to the RLC helix A (purple). The helix L has 9 positively charged lysines, and is connected by a flexible linker to the helix P, with includes the PKC (P_PKC, blue) and MLCK (P_MLCK, green) consensus sequences with their phosphorylatable Ser35 and Ser45.

Fig. 2 Snapshots showing key structural features of trajectories. The starting structure was assumed to be a straight α-helix. This peptide was equilibrated for the un-P (shown on the left part of A), pSer45, pSer35 and di-P MD simulations. Final simulation states of the stabilized structures are shown on A-D. Helix P bends bent over helix A in A-C but stays straightened on D. There is a linker extension at Pro31-Lys32 becomes coil/turn in A and C but not in B and D. Helix P is always bend at Ser45 except in D, where helices P and A remain straight. No salt bridges are established in un-P state A. Salt bridges (yellow arrows) are established for the mono-P states: pSer35/Arg38/Arg39 in C or pSer45/Arg39 in B; and salt bridges pSer35/Arg38,Arg39, and pSer45/Arg42 in D. Helix L (shadowed) moves freely around the flexible linker in all conditions, interacting eventually with helix-A in A-C, but in di-P (D) helix-Helix L and Stied at helix L and A is established (blue arrow).

Fig. 3 Top panels: Evolution of secondary structure of NTE helix P along their trajectories: un-P (A), Ser45 (B) or Ser35 (C) mono-P, and di-P (D). Snapshots illustrating the final key structural features are shown in Fig. 2. Helix to coil/turns: at Pro31-Lys32 (A,C) (red arrowheads). ICH: at Ser43-Gly44 (A, B) and Gly44 (black arrows). Vertical axis: one-letter code aa number. Secondary structure key colours: α-helix (pink), turn (cyan), coil (white). Centre panel: root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the NTE peptides trajectories of each phosphorylated state shown in Fig. 2. Arrows show that peptides stabilized after 100 (A), 530 (B), 300 (C) and 80 (D) ns. Bottom panel: Persistence length analysis ([θ] vs. time) of the NTEs. The angle [θ] captures the bending of the α-helix of the three vectors regions (Fig. 1Ac). The angle [θ] changed to ~90º for the un-P (A), to ~80º for Ser45 (B) or Ser35 (C) mono-P cases, and does not changed much (~10º) for the Di-P state (D). The result in (D) shows an important increase of straightening and rigidification (Table 1) only induced by diphosphorylation.

Fig. 4 The cooperative phosphorylation-controlled mechanism for recruiting active heads in tarantula thick filament activation.11,12,17 The three myosin interacting-heads motifs on the
left are shown along one thick filament helix with their entire RLC NTEs unphosphorylated (bare zone at the top). This mechanism shows how the Ser45 phosphorylation of the constitutive Ser35 monophosphorylated swaying free head NTE (b, centre IHM) hinders its docking back making it permanently mobile (b, arrow). Two actuators (red and yellow boxes) control the sequential release of myosin heads on tarantula thick filament activation.\textsuperscript{17} Activating actuator (red boxes): according to our MD simulations the activating actuator is based on a disorder-to-order transition of the RLC NTE, which induces its elongation in accordance with the increase of the static and dynamic persistence length $\xi_s$ and $\xi_d$. This implies a substantial straightening and rigidification of the diphosphorylated NTE, modifying the free head regulatory domain, and producing the release of these heads (b). The $>16$-fold increase in the free head NTE straightness and rigidity upon diphosphorylation would hinder docking back of this head after swaying away as it could not recover its original interacting stereospecific disposition, hindering as well the S2 intramolecular interaction so becoming release and mobile (b, arrow). The constitutively Ser35 monophosphorylated free heads phosphorylation induces a disorder-to-order transition which fully elngates the helix P along the helix A by establishing three salt bridges pSer35/Arg38,Arg39, and pSer45/Arg42.\textsuperscript{17} Potentiating actuator (yellow boxes): In contrast to the activating actuator on the free head, the potentiation actuator on the blocked head is not based on a disorder-to-order transition of the RLC NTE. The blocked Ser45 monophosphorylation does not produce any conformational change on the NTE, except a salt bridge between pSer45 and Lys39 or pSer45 and Lys37.\textsuperscript{17} A net negative charge reduction of $-2$ and an $\sim 1.8$-fold increase in dynamic persistence length ($\xi_d$) (Table 1), suggesting that blocked head NTE monophosphorylation at Ser45 makes it more rigid, hindering the docking back of its partner free head, making it also release and mobile (d, top arrow). This in turn could weaken the blocked head RLC NTE electrostatic interaction with a loop on the motor domain of the neighbour free head, making the blocked head to sway away (c). This is functionally important since the blocked heads monophosphorylation at Ser45 by MLCK is an effective way to recruit potentiating heads (Fig. 4c). FH and BH: free and blocked heads.
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Fig. 1 The NTEs of the smooth and tarantula myosin RLCs. (A) Sequence alignment of the NTEs of chicken smooth (a) and tarantula striated (b) muscles. Phosphorylatable serines are in yellow (Ser35) and red (Ser45). Helix L (yellow), coil Pro/Ala linker (orange), helix P formed by PCK (blue) and MLCK (green) target consensus sequences, adjacent to the EF helix A (purple, Gln53-Ile66). (c) Vectors and angles as defined for the flexural rigidity analysis (see Methods). (B) Straightened tarantula RLC fragment used as the starting structure for MD simulations and flexural rigidity analysis. The 52-aa NTE (formed by helix L, linker and helix P) is adjacent to the RLC helix A (purple). The helix L has 9 positively charged lysines, and is connected by a flexible linker to the helix P, with includes the PKC (P_{PKC}, blue) and MLCK (P_{MLCK}, green) consensus sequences with their phosphorylatable Ser35 and Ser45.
Fig. 2 Snapshots showing key structural features of trajectories. The starting structure was assumed to be a straight α-helix. This peptide was equilibrated for the un-P (shown on the left part of A), pSer45, pSer35 and di-P MD simulations. Final simulation states of the stabilized structures are shown on A-D. Helix P bends bent over helix A in A-C but stays straightened on D. There is a linker extension at Pro31-Lys32 becomes coil/turn in A and C but not in B and D. Helix P is always bend at Ser45 except in D, where helices P and A remain straight. No salt bridges are established in un-P state A. Salt bridges (yellow arrows) are established for the mono-P states: pSer35/Arg38, Arg39 in C or pSer45/Arg39 in B; and salt bridges pSer35/Arg38, Arg39, and pSer45/Arg42 in D. Helix L (shadowed) moves freely around the flexible linker in all conditions, interacting eventually with helix-A in A-C, but in di-P (D) inter-helix pSer45/Lys15 salt bridge between helix L and A is established (blue arrow).
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Fig. 3 **Top panels:** Evolution of secondary structure of NTE helix P along their trajectories: un-P (A), Ser45 (B) or Ser35 (C) mono-P, and di-P (D). Snapshots illustrating the final key structural features are shown in Fig. 2. Helix to coil/turns: at Pro31-Lys32 (A,C) (red arrowheads). HCH: at Ser43-Gly44 (A, B) and Gly44 (C) (black arrows). Vertical axis: one-letter code aa number. Secondary structure key colours: α-helix (pink), turn (cyan), coil (white). **Centre panel:** root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the NTE peptides trajectories of each phosphorylated state shown in Fig. 2. Arrows show that peptides stabilized after 100 (A), 530 (B), 300 (C) and 80 (D) ns. **Bottom panel:** Persistence length analysis ($|\theta|$ vs. time) of the NTEs. The angle $|\theta|$ captures the bending of the α-helix of the three vectors regions (Fig. 1Ac). The angle $|\theta|$ changed to $\sim 90^\circ$ for the un-P (A), to $\sim 80^\circ$ for Ser45 (B) or Ser35 (C) mono-P cases, and does not changed much ($\sim 10^\circ$) for the Di-P state (D). The result in (D) shows an important increase of straightening and rigidification (Table 1) only induced by diphosphorylation.
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Fig. 4 The cooperative phosphorylation-controlled mechanism for recruiting active heads in tarantula thick filament activation.\textsuperscript{11,12,17} The three myosin interacting-heads motifs on the left are shown along one thick filament helix with their entire RLC NTEs unphosphorylated (bare zone at the top). This mechanism shows how the Ser45 phosphorylation of the constitutive Ser35 monophosphorylated swaying free head NTE (b, centre IHM) hinders its docking back making it release and mobile (b, arrow). Two actuators (red and yellow boxes) control the sequential release of myosin heads on tarantula thick filament activation.\textsuperscript{17}

**Activating** actuator (red boxes): according to our MD simulations the activating actuator is based on a disorder-to-order transition of the RLC NTE, which induces its elongation in accordance with the increase of the static and dynamic persistence length $\xi_s$ and $\xi_d$. This implies a substantial straightening and rigidification of the diphosphorylated NTE, modifying the free head regulatory domain, and producing the release of these heads (b). The $>16$-fold increase in the free head NTE straightness and rigidity upon diphosphorylation would hinder docking back of this head after swaying away as it could not recover its original interacting stereospecific disposition, hindering as well the S2 intramolecular interaction so becoming release and mobile (b, arrow). The constitutively Ser35 monophosphorylated free heads diphosphorylation induces a disorder-to-order transition which fully elongates the helix P along the helix A by establishing three salt bridges pSer35/Arg38,Arg39, and pSer45/Arg42.\textsuperscript{17} Potentiating actuator (yellow boxes): In contrast to the activating actuator on the free head, the potentiation actuator on the blocked head is not based on a disorder-to-order transition of the RLC NTE. The blocked head Ser45 monophosphorylation does not produce any conformational change on the NTE, except a salt bridge between pSer45 and Lys39 or pSer45 and Lys37,\textsuperscript{17} a net negative charge reduction of $\pm 2$ and an $\sim 1.8$-fold increase in dynamic persistence length ($\xi_d$) (Table 1), suggesting that blocked head NTE monophosphorylation at Ser45 makes it more rigid, hindering the docking back of its partner free head, making it also release and mobile (d, top arrow). This in turn could weaken the blocked head RLC NTE electrostatic interaction with a loop on the motor domain of the neighbour free head, making the blocked head to sway away (c). This is functionally important since the blocked heads monophosphorylation at Ser45 by MLCK is an effective way to recruit potentiating heads (Fig. 4c). FH and BH: free and blocked heads.
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